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DESIGN THINKING
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design thinking is
all about upgrading
within constraints.

"Design thinking is a human-centered approach to
innovation that draws from the designer's toolkit to
integrate the needs of people, the possibilities of
technology, and the requirements for business
success."
TIM BROWN, President & CEO IDEO
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WHAT IS DESIGN THINKING
Design Thinking is a systematic, human-centered approach to solving
complex problems within all aspects of life. The approach goes far beyond
traditional concerns such as shape and layout. Unlike traditional scientific
and engineering approaches, which address a task from the view of
technical solvability, user needs and requirements as well as user-oriented
invention are central to the process.
This approach calls for continuous feedback between the developer of a
solution and the target users. Design Thinkers step into the end user's shoes
- not only interviewing them, but also carefully observing their behaviors.
Solutions and ideas are concretized and communicated in the form of
prototypes as early as possible, so that potential users can test them and
provide feedback - long before the completion or launch. In this way, Design
Thinking generates practical results. Innovation and effective problemsolving combine three essential components: technical feasibility, economic
viability and human desirability. Design Thinking approaches problems from
a human perspective, with the objective of designing innovative and
desirable products, services or experiences that reflect all three aspects.

DESIGN THINKING
Offers an even balance between creative and analytical methods.
This combination motivates teams, coaches and project partners to
define the problem and formulate the solution with a greater sense
of adventure. Different perspectives and experiences consciously
flow into the solution process. The solution space of design
innovative opens at the crossroads of user wishes, feasibility and
cost-effectiveness.
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The 5 - step iterative Design Thinking Process

combines the methodology from engineering with
experimental aspects from the teaching of design. The user is
seen from a social-scientific perspective, with a view that is
always open to something new. Team members from very
different backgrounds combine their efforts toward achieving
a common goal. At the same time, mutually appreciated,
innovation-inspiring communication helps to develop a
common language and way of thinking that extends beyond
subject-specific terminology and hierarchical borders. Only in
this way is ti possible to mutually overcome complex
challenges. The result: convincing innovations for widely
different areas of life.
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BENEFITS
1. Design Thinking Focuses on the End User
Design Thinking is an approach to solving problems that puts end users at the center of
the process. The goal is to develop useful products and solutions that fit the needs of the
user, not the other way around. The process is inherently human-centered, getting close
enough to the user to see where their frustrations lie and how we can make their lives and
experiences better and more fulfilling.

2. Design Thinking Leverages Collective Expertise
By building multidisciplinary teams and bringing many voices to the table, we break out of
our respective fields and boxes to leverage our collective wisdom, experience and
expertise. .

3. Design Thinking Employs Empathy
The very foundation of Design Thinking is empathy. Sometimes referred to as “discovery” or
“understanding,” depending on the explanation, empathy requires that we seek to
understand and identify with the needs and challenges of the people (or users of a product),
the experience or the system..

4. Design Thinking Tests and Tests and Tests
The philosophy of “design, test and iterate” is central to the process. It allows you to have
those completely unexpected breakthroughs by creating several rapid prototypes and
encouraging fast feedback from actual users and customers before spending too much time,
effort or money on any one idea..

5. Design Thinking creates value while solving real problems
Design Thinking isn’t just creativity and innovation for its own sake; it’s specifically
directed at creating value and solving problems. But instead of going about either of these
in the traditional ways, Design Thinking seeks to use design principles to solve problems,
from small to large, in almost any industry.
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Do you feel the need to sell the concept of design
thinking to your team?
Design thinking focuses on the end user. You aren’t designing something because it
looks good or uses a cool trend or technique, you are doing it to make users happy.
Design thinking is rooted in teamwork, where every person brings a level of expertise
to the conversation.
Design thinking considers the human nature of empathy and emotion, and how these
things can be powerful elements in the design. (You can find disaster if you don’t think
about the human side of it all).
Design thinking encourages testing. Lots of it. Revisions can be the key to success.
Don’t be afraid to rethink things.
Design thinking solves actual problems. It takes you back to the reason you are
designing something in the first place. What are you trying to accomplish? How will you
help/educate/delight the user?

How do you create a strategy for guaranteeing that
innovation and creativity flourish in your organization?
When design principles are applied to strategy and innovation the success rate for
innovation dramatically improves. Design-led companies such as Apple, Coca-Cola, IBM,
Nike, Procter & Gamble and Whirlpool have outperformed the S&P 500 over the past 10
years by an extraordinary 219%, according to a 2014 assessment by the Design
Management Institute.
You can design the way you lead, manage, create and innovate. The design way of
thinking can be applied to systems, procedures, protocols, and customer/user
experiences. The purpose of design, ultimately, in my view, is to improve the quality of life
for people and the planet.

You don’t have to change the way you work tomorrow, but you should
think about design thinking and how it can impact you and your team
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Why is Design Thinking Important?
Today’s reality demands innovation
The times that we live in demand innovation. It is impossible for a business to really make
waves without innovating. Design Thinking is the tool kit for innovation. And yet, it’s laser
targeted to focus on the core problem. Too many once massively successful companies
have disappeared into oblivion by believing what worked before will work. Times have
changed. Customers have changed. Lifestyles have changed. The way we communicate
has changed. In order for a business to stay current, they must move with these changes.
It’s impossible to predict the future. Design Thinking is like a map…you may not know
from the beginning exactly where it will take you, but you can be confident that the
destination will be innovative, relevant and amazing!

Faced with an insurmountable task?
Understanding the need to innovate is one thing. But being tasked with the challenge of
doing it is another. It can seem insurmountable and overwhelming. Like telling a novice to
climb Mt. Everest. Design Thinking takes the challenge or problem and drills it down into
small bite-size pieces, enabling you to drill down to the core issues. From there, you can
see clearly and piece together the most critical aspects to devise a strongly relevant
solution.

What if there is no market?
A common concern in developing a new product or service is “Will there be a market?”
Design Thinking involves the market from the get-go. In fact, before you even think about
developing a product or service, you are spending time with the market, understanding their
needs and the realities of their world. In essence, your market is working in tandem with you
throughout the whole process – from zoning in on the real problem, to tweaking the solution
throughout development. The problem of having a market isn’t a problem at all with design
thinking. This is because design thinking begins with, and is rooted in, people.

Great design has that “wow” factor that makes products
more desirable and services more appealing to users.
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It’s always about people
Statistics and market research can give you certain insights, but when an engineer gets
out and spends time with the end-user, the insights become far more tangible. Beginning
with a thorough understanding of the people and problems you are developing for
empowers you to create and solve on an entirely different plane. Now, you aren’t targeting
faceless 35 year old women, but Lisa, a 35 year old professional, mother and wife, with
real needs, challenges – and a real voice. Design Thinking is empathetic and personal in
nature and doesn’t exist without people. Design thinking keeps you in tune with the real
customer with real problems, empowering you to create real solutions.

Fail Fast
8 out of 10 businesses fail. Design Thinking eliminates the risk of ultimate failure by
encouraging failure. Sound counter-intuitive? The truth is, we learn far more from failure
than we could ever learn without it. Design Thinking is systematically developed to
encourage experimentation, coupled with prototyping and feedback, allowing you to fail
and fail fast, leading you to recognise and eliminate the weak areas so that you can
ultimately succeed.

Breaks you out of the box
Design thinking breaks your preconceptions of what a good solution would be and
unleashing new undiscovered possibilities. A good example of this is Proctor & Gamble
who initially set out to develop a better cleaning detergent. Design Thinking led them to
realise customers didn’t need another detergent on the market – but did need a faster,
easier way to clean. The result was the Swiffer, a revolutionary new mop which proved
to be massively successful for them.
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Why you need Dr Sunil Gupta as a facilitator
Chief Innovation
Instigator & Chief
Learning Office. Ideas
Management
Consultants - India,
Oman, UAE, USA
Experience

Education

38 years Academic, Industry, Training &
Consulting Experience in 40 Countries,
working with cultural diversity (81
nationalities). Last line Assignment was
as Corporate Manager HRD Colgate
Palmolive Inc. Trained over 3,60,000
people worldwide.

Early education at University of Bombay, Post Master Research
and Advanced Training in HR at New York University, USA M.Phil
& Ph.D in Management.

More than 25
Certification

Board of Trustees, Creative Education Foundation, USA
Life Time Master Trainer Dr Edward de Bono Creativity Tools.
Master Black Belt, Six Sigma Motorola University USA.
Certified on Creative Problem Solving from CPSI/CEF
Certified in Design Thinking from CPSI/CEF
Certified Facilitator on KEYS and SKILL SCOPE - CCL, USA
Certified Creative Problem Solving Profile (CPSP) Min Basadur, USA
Certified TRIZ Expert ( Russian Theory of Inventive Problem Solving) USA
Certified Trainer, Mind MApping, Buzan Centre, UK
Certified Trainer and Partner LEGO Serious Play.
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Certification
Certified Trainer John Adair ACL Model
Certified ROPES ( Team Building) Facilitator USA
Certified Trainer, Firewalking Institute USA
Certified Facilitator, Ken Blanchard Companies USA
Certified Facilitator BSC, and Strategy Maps, Orion Development Group
USA
Specialist in Organisation Development (PSOD) NTL, USA
Facilitator - Managing Complex Systems Change NTL USA
T- Group Facilitator ( Human Interaction Labs) NTL USA
INIM Quality & Innovation Management AOTS Japan
Certified Enhanced Production Systems - Toyota Production System
(TPS) TEC/AOTS Japan
Certified Team Facilitator Training, Tennessee Associates USA
Facilitator Quality Improvement Tools, Juran Institute Inc. USA
Certified Koalaty Kid Trainer, ASQ USA
Certified Facilitator, "Voice of the Customer" ODI Inc. USA
Certified Lead/internal Auditor - ISO 9001-2000 IQA UK
Certified Malcolm Baldridge National Quality Award Examiner NIST USA

Awards - Citations
Several prestigious awards for academic excellence Dean's List, Scholarships, 5th rank
B.Com and 1st ran M.com ( Major in Business Management ) University of Bombay.
Colgate Palmolive Inc. Chairman's "You can make a difference award"
ISTD - Atmaram Sarogi Best Student - 1987
ISTD - Best Young Indian Trainer Award 1989
Best Young American Professional 1988
Bharat Gaurav Award 2006
Hind Ratan Award 2007
Selected "Most Promising Entrepreneur award winner 2011". Asia Pacific Enterprise
Asia.
Selected "CQE Century International Quality ERA gold award 2012"
Over 250 research papers & articles, Author of 7 Books "Innovate or Evaporate",
Indovation, "Persuasive Selling Skills", "The Spirit of the MInd", "Smash It - Avoiding
Classic Failures in Innovation", "Sweet and Sour", "Death of the Hanky" (in press)
Trained over 3,60,000 people worldwide.
One US Patent US 60/579,864 and additional one pending for registration.
Best Supplier Dubai Civil Aviation, Dubai
Special Recognition from Prime Minister's office , UAE and Bahrain.
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Why you need SUHAIL Gupta as a facilitator
Ideas Management
Consultants/ Edward
de Bono Methods
Training, India
Education

Certification

Tuck School of Business,
Darthmouth College, USA Strategic Innovation and Leadership
Harvard Business School, USA Managing and Transforming
Professional Service Firms
Xavier University, USA - Master of
Business Administration
The Ohio State University, USA Bachelor of Science in Business
Administration, Finance

Master Trainer, Dr. Edward de Bono’s Creativity Tools, DBTS, USA
Certified Trainer- Think on your Feet®, Canada
Certified NLP Practitioner, USA
Certified in Emotional and Social Competency Inventory – Hay Group, USA
Certified Trainer – FISH! – Charthouse Learning, USA
Certified in LEGO Serious Play™, UK
Certified Facilitator - Design Thinking, Hasso Plattner Institute of Design, Germany
Certified in Neethling Brain Instrument®, NBI, South Africa
Certified in Synectics Innovative Team Workshop™ & Facilitating Group Creativity™, USA
Certified Trainer - Mind Mapping, Think Buzan, UK
Certified Facilitator in ROPES (Reality Oriented Personal Experiences), USA
Certified Hackathon Facilitator
Certified in Polarity Thinking, USA
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Certification
Certified CPSI – Advanced Tools and Techniques , USA
Certified in Foursight Innovation Model, USA
Certified in Enhanced Production Systems (TPS) – AOTS, Japan
Certified Trainer – John Adair Action Centered Leadership Model, UK
Certified MBTI® Practitioner
Certified Facilitator Innovative Thinking Systems (ITS™) – Japan
Certification in Quality Management by Dr Kano - Japan

Awards - Citations
Indira Group of Institutes - Young HR Leadership Award 2010
Asia’s Best Employer Brand Awards Singapore – Young HR professional of the year
2011
Also held line assignments at American Electric Power, Columbus, USA and Fifth Third
Bank, Cincinnati, USA
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Connect with
Mr.Suhail Gupta
+91 9820055809
suhail@ideas-consulting.com
Ms. Sona Shahani
+91 9811630393 | +91 9810225295
sona@genesiseventsindia.in
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